Sun - Life Force. The sun in our chart represents our core energy, our primary Yang Force. It is
our self as well as what we do and represents the theme of our Incarnation. The sun represents
the archetype of the father. 70% of the neutrinos that condition us are from the Sun. Our
personality sun is how we express our light in the world. Our design Sun represents genetic
themes we have inherited from our father.

Earth, grounding and balance. The Earth represents where we concretize or bring into form,
and how we ground in Balance the sun's energy within our forms, our bodies. The Sun and
Earth always operate together and are located opposite each other on the mundala. The Earth
provides the primary in Balance, the archetype of the mother. We find conscious balance when
we are able to integrate the personality correctly in our life, and we find our stability, or
unconscious balance, when we come to grips with the world of form. The Earth is the backbone
of our stability.
Moon, driving force. The moon represents what moves us, the driving force in our design. The
pool of the moon is a force that is powerful, always there, and always willing to embody the
message of our sun's energy. The input comes from the Sun, but the direction or force or drive
is represented by the Moon. The Moon is he archetype of the eldest daughter, and makes
possible the task of the earth, mother, to drive and move the form, thus ensuring Evolution. The
Moon is also the reflected light that other see in our inner nature brought to the surface and
placed on display.
North Node of the Moon, future Direction and environment. Although not planets, the nodes of
the Moon are equally powerful. On the personality side the nodes are not who you are, but
instead frame what your personality thinks about the world and itself. On the design side the
notes frame your relationship to the environment and the people in it. The North Node is the
mature stage of experiencing life and shifts from the south node add are Uranus opposition
between the years of 38 to 43 years old. Movement into the North Node signals a process of
letting go of what no longer serves as, and retaining what does.
South node of the Moon, past Direction and environment. The South node represents are
developmental stage of experiencing life, our immaturity, until we arrive at our Uranus
opposition. And R9 centered Uranian bodies, Our transition from the south node to the North
Node symbolizes midlife and our entry into adulthood. The nose represent the stage on which
our lives are played out, how we perceive the world around us, and the environments that we
will experience throughout our lives that will support us in living out our unique destiny.
Mercury, communication and thinking. Mercury, the archetype of the eldest son, represents
the expansion of human consciousness, as well as the need within us to communicate. Mercury
is closest to the Sun and US metaphorically has its ear. Mercury programs personality Crystal
from the time it enters the body until birth. Where your personality Mercury is defined, it gives
you insight into what you need to communicate in this life. Your Design Mercury also has

something to communicate, but we often do not know why we are telling something to someone
when it expresses through our unconscious form.
Venus, values. Venus establishes our values, and represents our morals and the natural laws
of how we deal with each other and the world around us. Venus is the archetype of the youngest
daughter, and also represents love and beauty. For you personally, Venus is the right and the
wrong, and your moral questions and issues. If you do not act with moral Clarity, and if those
around you do not act with moral Clarity, Venus can be harsh in her retribution. The values that
are established in Venus become laws in Jupiter, and any retribution takes place through
Saturn.
Mars, immature energy. Mars is the archetype of the youngest son, energetically immature
and free of responsibility. Passive until he gets rolling, and then a force to be reckoned with.
Once ignited, Mars capacity to build momentum can result in Mindless outbursts were even the
most basic inhibitions can be overwhelmed. Mars in your chart represents an extraordinary
energy that one refined overtime can settle into a powerful and mature wisdom about the correct
use of energy. Mars plays a significant role in our personal information.
Jupiter, law and protection. Other than the sun, No Object exerts greater influence over us.
Jupiter is the logos for the universe and defines our outer development in 11 + year Cycles, as
well as our relationship to the other and the whole. We are each imprinted with a very Focus
theme of what is correct for us, our law is written by Jupiter. If you live by that law you can gain
great Good Fortune as Jupiter is very generous at times, but your ability to benefit from the
generosity comes from a deep obedience to your own law.
Saturn, discipline, the judge. Saturn is a place in your chart where you must deal with the
consequences of your actions. A very ancient Yin force, it represents the judge, and the place is
in your life where you will pay for any incorrect nay when not following your own laws and
morals. Saturn is a profound signpost that allows you, over time, to see the progress in your
process. Saturn isn't expected Taskmaster without praise. If Saturn is leaving you alone, this is a
signpost that you are living correctly, however, if you break your own rules, values in-laws,
Saturn will punish you.
Uranus, unusualness, Chaos and Order. We're Uranus shows up in your design is where you
express your unusualness. The evolutionary commutative undercurrent of Uranus allowed us to
transform our understanding of the Maya and extend our life span to the current 84 years.
Uranus also introduced us to the tripartite life process of subjective youth, objective midlife, and
Transcendence older age.
Neptune, illusion and spirituality. A great teacher who demands total acceptance. Neptune in
any gate veils its potential. This veiling can deeply Disturbed the not self as it is not possible to
see through the veil, and we lose the ability to see any limitations, which can lead to abuse.
Surrender to Neptune, leave it alone, and you allow the potential magic to emerge from behind
the veil. You also learn a great deal about the nature of surrender.

Pluto, truth and transformation. Pluto brings the forces of the subconscious to the surface, it
represents rebirth. Pluto is the truth teller, bringing truth that are hidden to the surface for you to
look at directly and squarely in the eye, truth brings transformation. Whenever you see Pluto in
your chart this is your truth. Pluto's deepest lesson is to find The Light Within the darkness. The
mystery of Pluto, the mystery of you, takes a lifetime to explore.

